
Sustainability - Every Day

NOW WITH NEW 
WASTE TRAP!



Flushing a urinal with potable water is a waste of this valuable resource. 
Water is simply too precious to be wasted. This innovative idea sits at the 
heart of uridan and inspires us to create products with superior functionality 
while offering distinctive Danish designs.

Improve sustainability and save costs

A conventional urinal can use up to 150,000 liters of valuable drinking 
water per year. uridan aim to conserve this precious resource for the more 
important things in life.

uridan will reduce your environmental footprint and reduce costs.
Saving water can lead to significant improvements in building efficiency 
and cost savings. Saving an estimated 150,000 liters per urinal per year - 
uridan provides a simple sustainable solution. 

uridan is synonymous with saving water. Sustainability, simplicity, and 
elegant Danish design. 

Improving our

aesthetically and
surroundings

environmentally.



NOW WITH 
FAST & EASY 

MAINTENANCE!

Innovative and Unique - the new
uridan Technology.

uridan waterless urinals are more hygienic than conventional flushing urinals. 
While the moist environment of conventional urinals encourages the devel-
opment of bacteria and fungi, the uridan solution provides a dry environment 
that prevents the buildup of unpleasant bacteria and odors.

How it works?

Ongoing research and development has led to today’s superior uridan design. 
The heart of the uridan urinal is the unique waste trap that works with uriLOCK, 
uridan’s biodegradable odor blocking fluid. UriLOCK is lighter than urine, 
remaining on the surface of the waste trap to create a liquid seal. While 
urine flows directly into the sewer system below, uriLOCK’s liquid seal 
prevents sewer odors from entering into the room above. 

What’s new?
° Fast, odorless, and non-contact maintenance thanks to new technology

° No unnecessary opening of the waste trap

° Maintenance in just 10 seconds

° Absolutely water-free maintenance

uridan’s unique
waste trap

uriLOCK – 
pharmaceutical grade, 

biodegradable blocking fluid



Aesthetics: A Labor of Love.
Functional and Sustainable with Unique Danish Design. 

Whether you are designing a residential bathroom or a large commercial project, uridan has the solution. uridan offers a 
range of standardized products with tailor-made solutions available to meet your unique requirements. Our products can 

be manufactured in any color to match your requirements.

It’s your choice…



Admiral
Designer Troels Bøgely

Colours: 
   White
   Stone Grey
   Granite
   Stone Nero
   Jet Black

plus special colours

Material: Ceramic or Glass reinforced plastic (GRP) 
Servicing (refilling uriLOCK): around every 3 months
Installation: horizontal or vertical

The Admiral has distinctive elegance. The designer wanted to create an attractive 
and user-friendly waterless urinal. The simple shape and smooth curved surfaces 
ensure that the urinal remains simple to clean and maintain. The Admiral is fre-
quently specified for office buildings, restaurants, hotels, clubs, schools, and sports 
stadiums. The Spinnaker Privacy Screen has been designed to complement the 
design lines of the Admiral providing comfort and privacy for users.

Cadet
Designer Troels Bøgely

Colours: 
   White
   Stone Grey
   Granite
   Stone Nero
   Jet Black

plus special colours

Material: Ceramic or Glass reinforced plastic (GRP) 
Servicing (refilling uriLOCK): around every 3 months
Installation: horizontal or vertical

This timeless design makes the Cadet a classic. The designer wanted to create a 
smaller, compact urinal with a simple design, curved surfaces, and user-friendly 
form. The ceramic model is a favorite for commercial office buildings, schools, and 
airports; while the fiberglass model is ideal for public spaces. The Cadet can be 
positioned lower on the wall for use as a children’s urinal.



Compass
Designer uridan a/s

Colours:
   White
   Stone Grey

plus special colours

Material: Glass reinforced plastic (GRP) 
Servicing (refilling uriLOCK): around every 3 months
Installation: vertical

The Compass has gained popularity in low-energy homes in Europe. This versatile 
urinal can be used by men, women, and children alike. Distinguished by a simple, 
hygienic, unisex design, the Compass is ideal for locations with a limited water supply.

Captain
Designer Yu Bobek

Colours: 
   White
   Stone Grey

plus special colours

Material: Glass reinforced plastic (GRP)
Servicing (refilling uriLOCK): around every 3 months
Installation: vertical

This versatile urinal can be used by men, women, and children alike. Female and 
unisex waterless solutions are perfectly suited for event hire toilet facilities where 
there is a desire to reduce toilet queuing and water usage. The uridan Captain is 
a hygienic alternative as there is no contact with the unit and no flush required to 
operate. Privacy can be maintained by installing the units in cubicles.



Crew
Designer uridan a/s

Colours:
   Granite
   Stone Nero

plus special colours

Material: Glass reinforced plastic (GRP)
Servicing (refilling uriLOCK): around every 3 months
Installation: horizontal or vertical

The uridan Crew waterless trough urinal is ideally suited for venues catering to a 
large number of males. Widely used in sporting venues, entertainment centers, de-
mountable buildings, and schools, the Crew is available in three lengths: 1200mm, 
1800mm, and 2400mm. Apart from the obvious water savings, the resilient fiber-
glass material provides a high level of protection against vandalism.

Pylon
Designer Troels Bøgely

Colours: 
   White
   Stone Grey
   Granite
   Stone Nero
   Jet Black

plus special colours

Material: Glass reinforced plastic (GRP)
Servicing (refilling uriLOCK): around every 3 months
Installation: vertical

The Pylon is uridan’s most ‘funky’ design created specifically for clubs, pubs, 
restaurants, and hotels looking for a modern design theme. The simple, sophis-
ticated design is available in three heights: Pylon Mini, Midi and Maxi. The Pylon is 
extremely versatile as this unit can be installed over existing toilet plumbing, saving 
property-owners on the cost of installation.



Wide range of solutions. 
Carefully researched.
Carefully tested.

 
uridan provides diversity at its finest. uridan delivers the highest level of 
sustainability, functionality, and outstanding Danish design.

Frequently specified for large commercial office towers, sporting stadiums, 
shopping centres, schools, universities, restaurants, hotels, bars, and 
clubs, uridan urinals combine environmental performance, operating 
costs benefits, and great design.

Our goal of saving our earth’s precious water resources is now an inter-
national endeavor, with Uridan products now available across the globe.

Those who love life must conserve water!



We offer simplicity.  
With less costs and less effort.  
The cost–efficiency of the Uridan urinal becomes apparent with its simple installation. Uridan urinals do not require water, complex plumbing, electrical flush mecha-
nisms, sensors, or any associated fittings. Just pour the uriLOCK blocking fluid over the cover and the urinal is immediately ready for operation again.

» Pour uriLOCK blocking fluid 
   directly over the cover.

» Refill around every 3 months.

Our patented, biodegradable blocking fluid ensures that your 
uridan urinal remains completely odorless, operating without the need for 
costly sealants or chemical additives.

Refilling

NOW IN ONLY
10 SECONDS!



Functional, Remarkable, and Easy -
The uridan Hygiene System.

uridan can be cleaned very simply with the aid 
of uriCLEAN. Simply spray the urinal surface 
with uriCLEAN and the lotus effect prevents 
any adhesion of urine drops, causing them to 
simply roll off.

» Spray uriCLEAN on
   the cover and surface.
» Leave for a moment to react

» Clean by brushing in a 
   circular motion with a 
   conventional brush.

» Polish the outer and 
   inner surface in circular 
   motion with the 
   uriCLOTH cleaning cloth.

Daily
Cleaning  



Say Goodbye to heavy and 
persistent dirt and deposits!

uriSTRONG is the cleaner for 
very heavy and persistent dirt 
and deposits in sanitary areas.
uriSTRONG also removes lime 
and calcification. 
The recommended application is 
1 to 2 times a year. 

» Pour 5 to 10 liters
   of water directly 
   over the cover
» Lift cover with 
   suction device.

» Mix uriSTRONG 
   with warm water 
   as indicated in the
   instructions.

» Pour the diluted
   uriSTRONG solution    
   into the urinal, 
   allowing 5 to 30 
   minutes of 
   exposure time. 

» Rinse using 10 liters 
   of cold water.
» Insert the cover and 
   pour uriLOCK over
   the cover.

1:20 
to 1:10

5 to 
30 min.

10l H2O

Deep
Cleaner



uridan head office:
uridan waterless solutions GmbH
Sandfeld 5
2100 Stetten | Austria

+43 660 635 54 17
order@uridan.com
uridan.com

uridan Australia:
SUMS Group Pty Ltd
Unit 6, 20 Narabang Way
Belrose NSW 2085

+61 1300 368 603
uridan@sums.com.au
uridanaustralia.com.au


